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Developmental Biology  BIO 313  Term 2, 2017 
COURSE SCHEDULE 

 
Day    Topic       Reading  
M Oct 2 Introduction to Developmental Biology    Ch 1  
   Lab Introduction 
 
T  3 Tools for the Developmental Biologist    Ch 3 pp125-141 
       Cell & Molec Text (Karp) Ch 18 
   Lab: Buffers and start overnight E.coli/plasmid cultures 
 
W  4 Tools for the Developmental Biologist    Ch 3 pp125-141 
       Cell & Molec Text (Karp) Ch 18 
   Lab: Plasmid Isolation –day 1 
 
Th  5 Tools for the Developmental Biologist 
   Lab: Plasmid Isolation Day 2 
 
F  6 Gametogenesis       Ch 10 pp407-418 
   Guest Speaker-Morgan Sturgeon-PhD candidate U of Iowa (10:00 am) 
   Critique Topic Must Be Approved 
 
   Lab: Plasmid Digestions 
 
M  9 Fertilization       Ch 10 pp419-429 

Lab: Analysis of plasmid digestions (agarose gels) 
 

T  10 Fertilization       Ch 10 pp419-429 
   Lab: Template digestions for in-vitro transcription 
 
W  11 Exam 1 (lectures & labs) 
   No Lab 
 
Th  12 Cleavage & Gastrulation   Echinoderms    Ch 6 pp254-266 
           Ch 9 pp377-380 
   Lab:In vitro transcription 
 
F  13 Cleavage & Gastrulation – Amphibians    Ch 3 pp103-111 
           Ch 9 pp383-388 
   Cleavage and Gastrulation – Zebrafish    Ch 3 pp111-113 
   Lab: Dot blot analysis 
 
M  16 Cleavage and Gastrulation – Birds    Ch 3 pp113-118 

Cleavage & Gastrulation – Mammals    Ch 3 pp119-125 
Critique due – 9:00 am 
Lab: Dot blot detection 

 
T  17 Cleavage & Gastrulation – Mammals 

Cytoplasmic Factors & Polarity     Ch 2 pp41-54 
   Lab: Day 1 in situ hybridizations 
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W  18 Polarity 
   Ectoderm       Ch 4 pp151-154 
           Ch 4 pp164-174 
           Ch 9 pp392-396 

Last Day for Paper Drafts – 9:00 am 
Lab: Day 2 in situ hybridizations 
 

Th  19 Ectoderm 
   Lab: Complete in situ hybridizations 
 
F  20 Exam 2 (lecture & lab) 
   No lab 
 
M  23 Group Presentations  
T  24 Group Presentations  
W  25 Group Presentations 

Lab Research Paper due - 9:00 am 
 
About the Course:  

Developmental biology is in the midst of a revolution.  The subject matter is vast and complex, 
and factual knowledge in the discipline is increasing at breakneck speed.  The problem for an 
undergraduate course is deciding what material to include and where to place the critical 
emphasis without overwhelming students.  We will analyze the principles and mechanisms that 
underlie developmental events of multicellular animals.  I will focus on early developmental 
events.  We will address how genes in the fertilized egg control behavior and developmental fate 
in the embryo.  Group presentations will cover later events in development. 
 
I hope to take advantage of your own self-interest in how we got here and how we became the 
way we are.  Just thinking about developmental biology should inspire awe and raise a number of 
fundamental questions in each of you.  How is it that a single cell (zygote) can give rise to an 
individual with over 100 different cells types, yet these different cells have the same DNA?  What 
interactions govern pattern formation and body plan?  Why do your eyes or arms develop in the 
proper locations when every cell contains identical genetic information?  I hope that this course 
will provide you with the background to answer basic developmental questions and inspire you to 
continue to study developmental processes. 

Course Learning Objectives 
• Students will develop skills in critical reading of original scientific literature. 

-These skills will provide the tools necessary to read current professional literature in any field. 
• Students will learn to participate actively in their own education by developing and conducting an 

independent research project. 
-Students will design experiments and generate and interpret their own data. 
-Students will understand the relationship between their experiments and concepts covered in 
class. 

• Students will understand the role of developmental genetics in defining biological processes. 
• Students will come to understand how their level of understanding of a biological process 

increases by using a historical approach to science. 
• Students will appreciate that recent advances in molecular biology are due to our ever increasing 

depth of understanding of basic biological processes. 
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• Students will understand the language of development and effectively communicate principles in 
both written and oral forms. 

• Students will solve a variety of problems using creative thinking skills and analytical skills in the 
lab. 

 
This course supports the Educational Priorities and Outcomes of Cornell College with 
emphases on knowledge, inquiry, reasoning, communication, and vocation. 

Instructors: 
 
Lecture/Lab - Craig Tepper 

Office-115A West Science  
Phone 4376 (office) 
(319) 213-4376 (cell) 

Lab  Shea Putz 
Office - 113 West Science Center 
Phone - 4155 

 
Textbook: 

Principles of Development 5th Edition (2015) 
Wolpert, Tickle & Martinez Arias 
Oxford University Press 

 
Meeting Times: 

Lecture  9:00-10:00 a.m. & 12:30-1:30 pm 
Lab   10:00-11:00 am & 1:30-3:00 pm  

 
Office Hours: 

I have no organized office hours.  I am usually in my office by 7:45 a.m. and do not leave campus 
until around 6:00 p.m.  You are welcome to stop by anytime.  I can also arrange to meet with you in 
the evening and/or on weekends.   

 
Lecture & Lab Slides: 

Slides used in lecture and lab are posted on the college’s network.  Open assignments on 
‘srv2’(K:), open CTepper, open 313 and finally open lecture.  The slides can also be 
found in Moodle (BIO 313). 

 
Grades: 

Exam 1 (lecture & lab)   W 10/11 100 pts. 
Literature critique   M 10/16   40 pts. 
Exam 2 (lecture & lab)   F 10/20  100 pts. 
Group laboratory research paper  W 10/25 75 pts. 
Group presentations   10/23-10/25 100 pts. 

TOTAL 415 pts. 
Extra Credit during group presentations     10 pts. 
 
90-100% A 
85-89%  A- 

 80-84%  B+ 
75-79%  B 
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70-74%  B- 
 65-69%  C+ 

60-64%  C 
55-59%  C- 

 
Exams: 

Exams will last approximately 2 hours.  Exams will be a combination of short answers (two 
questions per page) and essay questions.  Scoring well on exams requires that you understand the 
material and convey your understanding in a clear and concise manner.  Practice exams can be found 
on my web page: (http://people.cornellcollege.edu/ctepper/313.html).   
 

Attendance: 
Students are expected to attend all lectures. If you have a legitimate reason for missing class or a 
deadline, e-mail me BEFORE class begins.  Each unexcused absence will result in the loss of 10 
points from your cumulative point total. 
 

Paper Critique:  
Each student is required to select and critique one scientific journal article.  The article you select 
must cover some aspect of the gene you will be using in lab.  Be sure you select an article that 
you can understand.  I recommend that you read the article at least twice before you decide to 
analyze it for your critique.  Once you have found an article, bring a copy of the article to me for 
approval. The article must be approved by Friday, October 6th.  Instructions for writing the 
critique can be found at http://people.cornellcollege.edu/ctepper/BIO313PaperCritique.pdf  Your 
critique may not exceed 3 typed pages.  The critique is due Monday, October 16th at 9:00 a.m.  
The critique is worth 40 points.  See 
http://people.cornellcollege.edu/ctepper/BIO313CritiqueGrade.pdf  FOR GRADING AND 
EVALUATION SCALE. 

 
Presentations: 

Part of your course grade is based on a formal group presentation in which you and your partner 
will present a 50-minute seminar describing the background and developmental pathway(s) of the 
gene you are working with in the lab.  Additionally, you will present the results of your in-situ 
hybridization that you performed in the lab.  Specific requirements and resources that will help 
you prepare your presentation will be discussed in class.  Grades are based on the amount of work 
you put into the presentation and the quality of the presentation.  Please go to my web site 
(http://people.cornellcollege.edu/ctepper/BIO313Seminar.pdf ) for guidelines and helpful hints in 
preparing your presentation.  The presentation is worth 100 points. 

 
Research Paper: 

Part of the laboratory grade for this course is based on your effort in the lab, your understanding of 
our experiments, and a research paper written jointly by you and your lab partner reporting the 
results of your research.  Format and writing styles for scientific research papers differ from those 
used in other disciplines.  Your paper will consist of the following sections: Introduction, Methods 
and Materials, Results and Discussion (one section), and References.  Instructions for writing the 
paper are found at http://people.cornellcollege.edu/ctepper/BIO313ResPaper.pdf  
 
Draft Policy – Each lab group may submit one draft per section.  In order to take advantage of my 
editorial suggestions, try to submit a well-polished draft.  Poorly written drafts will be returned 
with “Rewrite” written across the top and you will not be allowed to submit another draft. 
 

http://people.cornellcollege.edu/ctepper/313.html
http://people.cornellcollege.edu/ctepper/BIO313PaperCritique.pdf
http://people.cornellcollege.edu/ctepper/BIO313CritiqueGrade.pdf
http://people.cornellcollege.edu/ctepper/BIO313Seminar.pdf
http://people.cornellcollege.edu/ctepper/BIO313ResPaper.pdf
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The point distribution will be: Introduction 35 points, Methods 10 points, Results and Discussion 
30 points.  Your paper may not exceed 10 pages of text (tables and figures are not included in 
this 10 page limit).  The last day to submit a draft is 9:00 AM on Wednesday, October 18th. 
 

Extra Credit: 
 You can earn an additional 10 points of extra credit for asking questions during the group 

presentations.  Depending on the quality of the question, you can earn 1 or 2 points per 
presentation for questions that you ask, up to a maximum of 10 points.  For example, if you 
simply ask for a particular slide to be explained again, this will not earn you any additional 
points.  However, if you ask a question that adds a different conceptual dimension to the 
presentation, you can earn 1 or 2 points of extra credit. 

 
Academic Honesty Expectations: 
Cornell College expects all members of the Cornell community to act with academic integrity.  An 
important aspect of academic integrity is respecting the work of others.  A student is expected to 
explicitly acknowledge ideas, claims, observations, or data of others, unless generally known.  When 
a piece of work is submitted for credit, a student is asserting that the submission is her or his work 
unless there is a citation of a specific source.  If there is no appropriate acknowledgement of sources, 
whether intended or not, this may constitute a violation of the College’s requirement for honesty in 
academic work and may be treated as a case of academic dishonesty.  The procedures regarding how 
the College deals with cases of academic dishonesty appear in The Compass, our student handbook, 
under the heading “Academic Policies – Honesty in Academic Work.” 

 
Students with Disabilities: 
Students who need accommodations for learning disabilities must provide documentation from a 
professional qualified to diagnose learning disabilities.  For more information see 
http://www.cornellcollege.edu/academic-support-and-
advising/disabilities/documentation/index.shtml 
 
Students requesting services may schedule a meeting with the disabilities services coordinator as 
early as possible to discuss their needs and develop an individualized accommodation plan.  Ideally, 
this meeting would take place well before the start of classes. 
 
At the beginning of each course, the student must notify the instructor within the first three days of 
the term of any accommodations needed for the duration of the course. 
 

http://www.cornellcollege.edu/academic-support-and-advising/disabilities/documentation/index.shtml
http://www.cornellcollege.edu/academic-support-and-advising/disabilities/documentation/index.shtml

